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ir-ote:Attempt five qLrestions in all selectingtno questions eacli fiom Sectiop A and B. Section

C is corrpulsorl.

Section A

Q i. (a) Find the eqr"ration of the parabola with focus (-1, 1) and directrix the line .r + v + 3 = 0 .

Also frnd the latLrs rectull-r, equation of its axis and the coordinates of the vertex.

(b) Define pole and polar. Prove that the locus of tlie poles of tangents to the parabola

!2 = 4ax w.r.t. the parabola !' : 4bx is the parab ola y2 - Ob' ,. (3+3)

Q 2 (a) Shor.i thatthe lrcl;:; of the nriddle poir-rrs.rf chcr-cis of the i,:i,a'ioir ._.,.r = -lr,r: thro,:sh the

(b) Forwhat values of fr doesthe equation2x2 +3xy+y2 -3x* lq)_2= 0 represents a

pair of straight lines? (3+3)

Q.3.(a)Findtheequationofchordofcontactoftangentsfrom (x,,J,r) totheparabola

!2 =4ax'

(b) Snow that the straight line 7x + 6y = l3 is a tangent to the parabola

. ),t -7x-By+14 = 0. Firrclthe point of contact. (3+3)

Q'4 (a) Prrlve that the l.allqii'ti llt illr-:x'Lre:-r'ril;,'rrf ii iliarneter cia pai-alloia is parrriie:i ic-, the
chords bisectecl by the diameter.

(b) Show that from any point, three normals can be clrawn to a parabola of rvhich at least
one must be real. (3+3)
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Section B

Q.5. (a) Find the equatioiis of the tangenis anci nor'mals ai the points of the ellipse;ir + 41,2 = 25

whose ordinate is 2.

(b) Find the equation of the eltipse *'hich passes through the point (-3,1) and has the

E
eccentricity .,/- . (3-3)
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Q.7. (a) Prove that only one of a pair of conjugate diameters of a hyperbola meets the
hyperboia in real points.

(b) Chords of the hyperbola *' * y' = a2 touch the parabol a y2 = 4ax . prcve that the

locus of their middle points is the curve y'(x - a) = x3. (3+3)

Q'8. (a) Define a hyperbola. Find the equations of directrices, centre, foci of hyperbola
76x2 -9y' _ 32x +36y -164 = 0 .

(b) Prove that the locus of the rriiddle points of normal chords of the rectangular hyperbola
' x2 -y'=a')is(y2 -r')t =4o'*'y'. (3+3)

Q. 6. (a) If the chord of contact of tangents from (a, g) tothe etlipse 5 . #= I touches the

circle x2 + yt =c2, show that the point (a, b lieson the ellipse * . # = !
(b) Find the point of intersection of the liney = mx+cwith the ellipse *.# =t (3+3)
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Section C

Q.9.(a) Derive the equation of a rectangular hyperbola.

(b) State the diameter property of the parabola

(c) Find the equation of tangent and normal to the parabola ]'r = 6x at the point [1.0'l.O'"0(3 )

tlre equations of tangents to the ellipse x) +3y2 = 3 which are parallelto the line

y={y+8.

(d) Define the focus, eccbntricity and directrix of an ellipse.

(e) Find the equation of the hyperbola whose asymptotes are the lines x + 2y + I = 0 and

2x + y + 3 = 0 and which passes through the point (1,2).

(f) State and prove the reciprocal properly of pole and polar with respect to a parabola.

(g) Show that the tangents at the extremities of the majol axis of an ellipse are parallelto the

minor axis.

(h) Find the points of the parabola j/2 = 8x, whose ordinate is twice the abscissa.

(8x2=16) . \oetr |rvfy


